
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a lead planner. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for lead planner

Coordinates logistics, document controls, and the Job Change Order process
Integrate Goal Zero philosophies and Environmental Stewardship into
planning, scheduling and execution activities
Audit TA plans and schedules ensuring that each plan and schedule is
properly reviewed and gaps closed before execution
Obtain relevant refinery inputs which will be used to develop the annual
production plan which is a key part of the business’ commitment to the
corporation
LP case setup, execution and analysis working closely with the Project
Development group in supporting business development activities
Lead the station in scope determination and scope control for the upcoming
unit outage by reviewing long range plans, asset management plans,
modifications/design change schedules, preventive maintenance programs,
and equipment deficiency backlogs
The Lead Unit Planner ensures the proper scope is selected for upcoming
outages to improve equipment reliability and overall unit performance while
managing outage duration, budget and occupational exposure
Lead the station's efforts in pre-outage preparation in accordance with fleet
established pre-outage milestones patterned after industry standards for
refueling outage execution
Provide oversight to the development of the detailed outage schedule in the
interest of maintaining shutdown safety and established outage execution
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Work closely with financial management personnel on project controls and
planning

Qualifications for lead planner

Excellent communication skills to manage interactions with colleagues within
and outside the department to co-ordinate the regulatory submission for a
timely delivery
Ability to handle time pressure and the consequence of any delay in timely
submissions
Affinity to work with complex IT systems
Must possess effective organizational skills and time management skills
5+ years’ experience with demonstrated ability to manage / integrate the
project related work and ability to provide direction, the appropriate
structure and effective resourcing to enable the team to deliver high
performance
In-depth knowledge and deep operational experience in the utility business
and demonstrates deep understanding of the issues impacting the energy
industry sector


